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ABSTRACT 

The bumper beam is an important member which is integrated in front portion and the rear portion of the vehicle. The purpose of 

the bumper is to absorb the impact energy in the case of crash and guard the central operational components. In low speed impacts 

the energy is absorbed by deflection and at higher speeds it is in the form of deformation. The virtual model of bumper beam is 

prepared by CATIA and investigated the outputs with steel material. From this analysis it is observed that the major stresses and 

deformation occurs at the middle of the bumper beam. By using Ansys 15.0 the excess material of the beam is removed by using a 

shape optimization technique. The upgraded bumper beam was evaluated at different thickness and speeds with altered materials 

like aluminum, carbon fiber epoxy and S2- glass epoxy. S2- glass epoxy shows better results than other materials and it reduces 

32.86% stress and 17.75% deformation to the existing bumper beam. After attainment results a generalized regression neural 

network prediction tool is executed to generate a mathematical relation among input and output values. The proven prediction tool 

is very much grander in evaluating the output values with ±2% error. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Bumper beams are one of the significant arrangements in any vehicle. To ensure impact behavior of any vehicle it is necessity to 

improve the design. The innovative design of bumper beam is simple and adequate to diminish the passenger and stay intact in 

low-speed effect and dissipate the kinetic energy in high speed effect. The bumper beam plays significant role to absorb the energy 

in crashes. The specified model is tested under frontal collision conditions and the resultant deformation and von-Misses stresses 

are altered cross section designs used to determine the performance of the bumper beam in crash test [1]. The point of this 

examination is to improve the execution of frontal impact beam (FIB) by optimizing the structural parameter utilizing crash and 

modal investigation new composite is produced to fit the structure parameter [2,18,19]. The bumper beam analyzed for the steel 

and composite material with the basic bumper design in the first phase, and then front part is modeled with the honeycomb and 

foam type in the second phase to compare the deformation and energy absorbed during the impact [22,23,3]. At low-velocity 

standards bumper beam is analyzed with aluminum and composite materials in order to compare the deflection and Von-misses 

stresses and reduces weight [24,25,4]. The automotive bumper to check the crash worthiness for the passenger safety to determine 

the deformation and energy-absorption behavior with steel and composite materials [5, 26, 27, 28]. United Nations Agreement, 

Regulation no. 42, the low-velocity impact simulation based on finite element analysis is carried out with carbon fiber composite and 

steel material to reduce the weight [6, 29, and 30]. Design a bumper for minimum weight with Glass Material Thermoplastic (GMT) 

materials to reduce the impact [7, 8, and 9]. The M220 material can minimize the bumper beam deflection, impact force and stress 

distribution and also maximize the elastic strain energy than other materials [10.20, 21]. The speed is according to regulations of 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, FMVSS 208- Occupant Crash Protection whereby the purpose and scope of this standard 

specifies requirements to afford impact protection for passengers [11 12 and 13]. The car bumper was modeled by NX8.5 and 

analyzed with different loads on different materials and sandwich panels are used to impact loads [14 15 16 and17]. The Structure, 

shape and different materials are used over a bumper and compared the results with existing one. In the present work Localized 

Stress variation and deformation of the Eicher 15.0 bumper beam is considered for analysis with steel as a material. Shape 

optimization technique is implemented for getting best model on weight consideration. A GRNN prediction tool is executed to 

establish a relation among input and output parameters. 

 

2. ANALYTICAL METHOD 

The specification of the Eicher 15.0 bumper beam are considered for this analysis and the detailed drawing is as shown in Fig.1. As 

per dimensions of Eicher 15.0 bumper beam the virtual model of bumper beam is prepared by using CATIA and is shown in Fig.2. 

The pressure applied on the front portion of the beam is calculated by using below mathematical equations. 2 mm thickness 

bumper beam and steel material is considered for this analysis at altered speeds by Ansys workbench 15.0.  

 

  

Figure 1  Eicher 15.0 bumper beam specifications in 

mm 

 Figure 2 Virtual model and boundary conditions of 

bumper beam 

 

The localized stress variation and deformation are calculated in static condition of bumper beam with 2mm thickness at a speed 

of 2.5 kmph is as shown in the Fig.3. From the above static analysis, it is noticed that the stresses and deformations are developed 

and maximum at middle of the bumper beam. The stresses generated within the body are more because of deformation at the 

middle portion is 204.83 mm. From the localized outcomes the stress and deformations are very less, from this by closing the middle 

portion with some extra material the stress will decreases, at the same time the weight of the bumper will increases. The primary 

goal of this work is to reduce the weight and increase the strength, to accomplish that a shape optimization is applied and find out 

that the model can further improvised. 
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Figure 3 Localized stress variation and deformation of the bumper beam 

 

3. SHAPE OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 

The investigation file must exist as a different element. The catalogue for optimization is not a part of the ANSYS classical database. 

The methodology of ANSYS optimization is in two ways as a group run or interactively via Graphical User Interface (GUI). The 

methodology will rely upon analyzers ANSYS skill and the favorite for interacting with the ANSYS program. The optimization is 

begun by generating an ANSYS command Input file and acquiescing it as a batch job. This might be a more productive strategy for 

complex investigations (for nonlinear) that require extensive run time. On the other hand, the interactive features of optimization 

offer more flexibility and instant feedback for review of loop  

 

 

Figure 4 Design shape optimization flow chart of ANSYS 

 

Finite element analysis has been utilized to implement optimization and maintaining stress and deformation levels and reaching 

high implement optimization and maintaining stress and deformation levels and reaching high results. When executing optimization 

through the GUI, it is significant to initially build the study file for your model. At that point all activities inside the analyzer can be 

performed intelligently, allowing the freedom to probe the design space before the real optimization is finished. 
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Stiffness 

The basic model of the foundation which has been modelled and studied above is conceded to do shape optimization in ANSYS 

workbench from Fig.5. As observed from the fig 6, the red color shows the amount of material that can be removed, by maintaining 

all the limitations. 

 

  

Figure 5 Total details of shape finder Figure 6 Material removals from bumper beam 

 

The mass of the basic foundation model is 22.425 kg and after shape optimization the mass of the foundation is 19.888 kg which 

shows the decrease in mass of foundation by 2.6kg. The refined new model geometry after shape optimization is as shown in Fig.7. 

 

 

Figure 7 Modified and improvised bumper beam 

 

Material properties 

Material Aluminum Carbon fiber epoxy S2 Glass fiber epoxy 

Young’s modulus (Gpa) 68.9 85 86.9 

Poisson’s ratio (1/m) 0.33 0.15 0.23 

Density (Kg/m3) 2720 1600 2460 

 

Structural analysis of modified beam with different materials 

In this analysis four different materials considered to calculate best output values at altered speeds and thicknesses. The Fig. 8 & 9 

indicates the variation of stress and deformations at 2mm thickness. Different materials are considered to investigate how the 

young’s modules will effects the performance of the beam and analyzed. In this analysis conventional materials like aluminum and 

magnesium where considered for it, in carbon family Carbon Fiber Epoxy and Poly Ether Imides are considered for analysis, in Glass 

Fiber epoxy, GMT (Glass Mat Thermo set), SMT (Short Mat Thermo set) and S2 Glass fiber where considered form glass fiber family. 

The results shows reduced stresses and deformations. The bumper beam not showing any yield when it is crushed at 8 kmph. The 

Fig.10 shows the performance of the bumper beam at altered geometries and materials. The speed can be changed from 2.5 kmph 

to 8 kmph and the parameters are calculated. As per European standards the developed stress is allways less than the yield value. 

Here, in this project work aluminum, carbon fiber and S2 glass fiber epoxy were taken in to study. Steel is the material which is 

used in making of existing bumper, aluminum is one of the best suited materials in automobile industry because of its strength to 

weight ratio.  
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Figure 8 Stress, deformation and weight variations at different geometries, speeds and materials 

 

Implementation of GRNN 

The above input and output values are nonlinear in nature and there is no specific relation between them. In order to attain a 

relationship among these parameters, GRNN is executed in this analysis. Firstly, 65 numerical datasets are engaged for training the 

established GRNN tool and the remaining 7 numerical datasets are operated to test the established tool. The proposed model 

assessments output values as a function of input values according to the equation (6).   
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Here (Xi, Yi) is the ith data set point; D2i = (X− Xi) T (X− Xi), and σ = smoothing parameter.   

In this analysis, 72 numbers of numerical datasets have been considered and the equivalent outputs are measured. A complete 

numerical datasets are showed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Input and output constraints for implementation of GRNN 

Symbolic representation Input name Input weigh 

 

X1 

Aluminium 10 

Carbon fiber epoxy 20 

S2 glass fiber epoxy 3 

 

X2 

 

Speed (Kmph) 

2.5 

5 

8 

 

 

X3 

 

 

 

 

Thickness (mm) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Outputs   

Symbolic representation Output name Output weight 

Y1 Deformation  
As per 

experimentation 

Y2 Stress  
As per 

experimentation 

Y3 Weight 
As per 

experimentation 

 

 

 

Figure 9 distinctions of GRNN output values 
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Formerly executing the GRNN, standard deviation and scaling factor of every input parameter is to be intended. Fig. 10 signifies 

the distinction of GRNN output values with respect to the numerical output values for the trainee and test datasets. The established 

GRNN tool is very much supercilious in estimating the output values with ±2% error. The significant purpose of the developed 

model is to evaluate the outputs for the given input values without performing the experiments  

 

  

  

  

Trainee datasets and percentage of errors 
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Tested datasets and percentage of errors 

 

Figure 10 Variation of GRNN output values with respect to actual experimental results for trainee & test datasets and also 

percentage of error 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the current study numerical analysis are conducted on the bumper beam to evaluate the stress and deformations at different 

thickness and speeds with altered materials like aluminum, carbon fiber epoxy and S2- glass epoxy. S2- glass epoxy with 7mm 

thickness beam shows better results than other materials and it reduces 32.86% stress and 17.75% deformation to the existing 

bumper beam. The input and output parameters shows a nonlinear relation. A generalized regression neural network prediction tool 

is executed to generate a mathematical relation among input and output values. The proven prediction tool is very much 

magnificent in evaluating the output values with ±2% error. The main advantage of this GRNN prediction tool is calculating the 

outputs by a given input value without conducting experimentation.  
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